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PC, Xbox One, PS4,. Play Nier Automata on PC, Xbox One, PS4. Nier
Automata is a first-person action-adventure video game, developed

by PlatinumGames and published by Square Enix for the
PlayStation 4 on April 20, 2017. A critical and commercial success,

it is the first game in the Â�Â�Other OSÂ�Â� sub-series of the
Monolith Soft-developed otome game series, Senjo no â�Â�The
Ideal MatchingÂ�Â�. It was later ported to the Nintendo Switch,

and received generally positive reviews, with praise for its
gameplay and visuals. The game was a critical and commercial
success, with Metacritic aggregating positive reviews at 96/100.
The game tells the story of an amnesiac male protagonist named
2B, who awakens on a space station in an unknown world after a
mysterious voice causes her to regain her memories. The game

features multiple endings, and the story spans four distinct
scenarios. The game ends with a final scene in which the

protagonist takes his first steps as a knight of the Moon and helps
an old woman recover her stolen pendant. The game also features
multiple modes of gameplay, including a traditional hack-and-slash

combat style and a third-person exploration mode. The game’s
combat system revolves around a unique “Active Time Battle”

combat system that allows players to switch between four different
super powers during battles, with button presses invoking actions
that allow the player to use a Super Speed ability, a Heat Hammer
to increase the damage of certain attacks, and a High Speed Step

to dash forward. The player is also given access to a number of
weapons and items that can be collected and customized. The
game also features multiple choices that affect the story in a

manner that varies according to the player’s actions and choices,
as well as a “Map” mode that allows players to explore the world
while taking photos of their surroundings. Following the game’s
release, a number of expansions were released, including “The
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